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Change in Method of taxing Gains and Losses arising

in Connection with Liquidation Distributions and

Clarification of the Definition of Basis for Re-
ognition of Gain or Loss.

Our present income tax law provides for the taxation as
a dividend of any accumulated earnings which are dis-
tributed at the time of liquidation of a corporation, associ-
ation or trust. It is possible for one shareholder to be
taxed on a part of a distribution made in complete liquida-
tion, even though the entire proceeds received by him do
not exceed his investment in the stock. At the same time,
it is possible for another stockholder to be taxed on a small
portion of the distribution, when in fact virtually all of the
distribution represents gain.

The proposed legislation would treat all liquidation dis-
tributions as sales or exchanges on which capital gain or
loss is recognized and remove all such distributions from
the field of dividend taxation. Gain or loss would be de-
termined with reference to the cost of the taxpayer’s in-
vestment and not the original capital paid in by the original
incorporators. Therefore, it would eliminate those inequities
of the present law whereby a taxpayer may be subject to a
tax on a payment received in liquidation, even though he
paid more for the stock than he received in liquidation.
The proposed legislation would also consolidate the defini-
tion of basis for recognition of gain or loss in section 7 of
chapter 62.

Removal of Escape Clause favoring Fraudulent Tax
Evaders.

There never has been a prosecution in this Common-
wealth for failure to file an income tax return or for filing
a fraudulent return because of the convenient escape hatch
which is provided by the present law in that twenty days’
notice must be given by the Commissioner to the dishonest
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taxpayer when he is caught. All he has to do is to come
in and file a return and subject himself to civil delinquency
penalty only. This is hardly fair to the great majority of
our inhabitants who, from the very inception of the income
tax law have complied with the same.

The proposed amendment provides for the imposition of
a civil and criminal penalty upon those who would delib-
erately violate the law without requiring the twenty-day
period after a wilful violator has been apprehended.

Removal of Hardship on Taxpayers in Case of Con-
tested Assessment.

A fundamental concept of our law has been that the
taxpayer must pay an additional assessment before he has
any rights to apply for an abatement. This procedure has
necessitated additional administrative details which could
be eliminated and has worked hardships upon taxpayers.
The proposed legislation would permit a taxpayer to apply
for an abatement prior to the time he pays an additional
assessment, so that the tax liability can be determined before
the corrected deficiency is paid, resulting in only one cash
transaction for both the Commonwealth and the taxpayer.

Technical Change concerning Interest on Refunds.
Prior to 1951, the income tax was payable in two in-

stallments, and the provisions for paying interest on an
overpayment required that interest ran only from the date
of the last payment. Since the entire tax is now payable
in one installment, a taxpayer should be paid interest on
an overpayment from the date the overpayment existed in
order for the law to be consistent with the provisions for
assessing interest on deficiencies.

Elimination of Income Tax Deduction for Expense
not actually incurred.

Present section 6 ( g) of chapter 62 provides for a deduction
of a computed amount which is never incurred as an expense
and has no economic meaning in the determination of tax-
able or economic income, and therefore should be repealed.
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Modernization of Law concerning Accounting
Methods and Periods for determining Taxable
Income.

Our law has not been brought up to date concerning
accepted methods of accounting and accounting periods
which have been developed since 1916 in our ever-changing
economic conditions. The proposed amendment would give
taxpayers a right to use any generally accepted method of
accounting for determining their incomes, provided their
books are kept on that basis. It would clarify the law with
respect to the use of a fiscal year accounting period, but
retain the necessity of obtaining the approval of the De-
partment so the privileges granted would not be abused.
In addition it would require consistency between years in
the method used for computing income.

Changes in Income Tax Law concerning Fiduciaries

This legislation is recommended to remove certain in-
consistencies and clear up certain vague points in our present
law which have never been clarified by the courts. First,
it would provide that all items of income accrued at the
date of death but not collected by the decedent be treated
alike for income tax purposes.

Second, it would treat all beneficiaries of Massachusetts
trusts alike, even though a portion of the trust may have
originated with a non-resident grantor.

Third, it would require returns to be filed for all trusts
created by persons who were residents of Massachusetts at
the time of their death, even though the person was not a
resident at the time an inter vivos trust was created.

Fourth, it would tax trust income as it is earned for the
benefit of Massachusetts beneficiaries instead of permitting
deferment of the tax until the income is actually distributed,
which may be at a time when the beneficiary is no longer
a resident.

Last, it would extend the due date for filing returns by
those executors who are appointed after the close of a
taxable jr ear on a basis consistent with the time allowed
executors appointed before the end of the taxable year.
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Clarification of Requirements of Trusts and Associ-
ations having Transferable Shares which elect
to pay Tax at Source.

Our law contains a provision whereby trusts with trans-
ferable shares can elect to pay the tax at source and thus
render any dividend distribution tax free, when received by
any shareholders.

The law is silent as to the procedure to be followed in
those cases when the trust has accumulated undistributed
income prior to the time it elects to pay the tax at source.
The Tax Department has taken the position that any un-
distributed accumulations of income remaining in the trust
as at the date it elects to the tax at source, should be
taxed.

The proposed legislation is recommended to clarify the
law so that it will not be possible for the beneficiaries of a
trust which did not file the agreement at its inception to be
placed in a more favorable position than the beneficiaries
of a trust which did file the agreement and has been paying
the tax at the source since it began doing business.

Technical Amendments to Tax Law and Procedure
Statutes to conform Law to Reorganization Act
of 1953.

Chapter 654 of the Acts of 1953 provided for the reor-
ganization of the Department and became effective on
October 1, 1953. Since a State Tax Commission was being
created for the first time, and in general the reorganization
act provided that appeals procedure was to be handled by
the Commission, whereas the reorganizational head of the
Department was to be the Commissioner, it was necessary
to make several technical changes, striking out the word
“commissioner” and inserting the word “commission,” and
striking out the words “deputy commissioner” and insert-
ing the words “associate commissioner,” etc. Many such
technical changes were made by the reorganization act, but
in several places technical changes were not made. The
proposed legislation is a technical changes proposal which
would bring about such technical changes as have been
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discovered to have been necessary in connection with the
reorganization and were not included in the original bill.

Further Clarification of Law regarding Time for
Assessments and Abatements on Account of Cor-
poration Income Changes by the Federal Gov-
ernment.

In 1954 the corporation tax law was amended so that the
additional tax due the Commonwealth on account of a
federal change in the net income of a corporation became
self-assessing. Several such federal changes result in reduc-
tions of taxable income, and we believe it necessary to
clarify the language with respect to the time during which
an additional assessment can be made and the time within
which a taxpayer is entitled to file an application for abate-
ment. The proposed legislation will result in such clarifi-
cation.

Extending the Definition of “Doing Business” to
Certain Foreign Corporations.

All business corporations incorporated under the laws of
the Commonwealth are subject to our tax laws. However,
foreign corporations, that is, those incorporated outside the
Commonwealth, become subject to our tax laws only if
they establish a permanent place of business in the Com-
monwealth as a general rule.

Some years ago the law regarding foreign corporations
was changed so that contracting companies engaged in the
construction of a railroad, highway or some other building
project within the Commonwealth were subject to our cor-
poration tax laws with respect to that portion of their
business.

However, a circus or exposition incorporated outside the
Commonwealth is not subject to our tax laws on account
of the business transacted within Massachusetts, unless it
has established a permanent office within the Common-
wealth. Most such corporations carefully refrain from es-
tablishing such an office, and the proposed amendment is
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recommended to bring such corporations under our tax law
so that they will not have an undue competitive advantage
over similar domestic corporations.

Clarification of Statute of Limitations within which
Additional Assessments of Corporation Taxes may

be MADE.

Our corporation law with respect to the time during which
assessments may be made is somewhat inconsistent. The
proposal recommended would provide that a three-year stat-
ute from the date the return is filed is the period within
which the return may be examined and any additional taxes
assessed. It would also amend section 45 to make it con-
sistent with the proposed amendment to section 44, and
would amend section 46, dealing with false or fraudulent
returns or those cases where no return was filed, so that an
assessment could be made in such cases at any time.

Changes to provide for a More Convenient Method
of taxing Income from Liquor realized by Clubs,
Fraternal Organizations, etc.

Under our present law, clubs, fraternal organizations, etc.,
are not subject to our general corporation tax laws. How-
ever, they are subject to a tax based on the net profits they
derive from the sale of liquor in their club rooms. The
total tax collected each year amounts to between $BO,OOO
and $85,000, and seems perfectly fairfftid equitable, but it
is necessary to go through a long and involved computation
concerning the allocation of expense and overhead items in
order to determine the net profit derived from the sale of
liquor. The proposal made for simplifying the law would
tax the gross liquor sales at a substantially reduced rate,
to that approximately the same revenue would be received.

The adoption of the proposal would simplify the collection
of this tax for both the Commonwealth and all taxpayers
involved.
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Extension of Due Date for Payment of Inheritance
Tax.

The time for payment of inheritance taxes should be
extended because it has been found that a period of one
year is inadequate to properly process the cases which call
for assessment. The number of cases in which interest
charges are laid on overdue tax bills will be greatly reduced
by the enactment of this law. Both the taxpayers and the
Department will ultimately benefit by the passage of this
recommended act, even though its enactment wr ould cause
a lag in the collection of taxes for the fiscal year 1956.

Technical Changes re “Bureau of Accounts.”
Prior to October 1, 1953, one segment of the Department

was known as the Division of Accounts. By virtue of the
act reorganizing the Department of Corporations and Tax-
ation which became effective on October 1, 1953, the Di-
vision of Accounts was changed to the Bureau of Accounts.

The recommended legislation is of a technical perfecting
nature to change the word “Division” to “Bureau” whom-
ever it appears in the law.

Amending Procedure to be followed in Case Local
Assessors do not agree with Values op Telephone
Company Properties as determined by Commission.

m
This amendment is recommended for the purpose of

changing the old procedures with respect to valuing certain
property of the telephone and telegraph companies to con-
form with the recently enacted provisions respecting the
valuation of pipe lines.

The old procedure which resulted from an original enact-
ment in 1914 has caused considerable difficulty and has been
characterized in the latest of a series of appeals to the
Supreme Judicial Court as a merry-go-round. It has in it
the anomaly of excluding from participation in the appeal
proceedings brought by the assessors the company whose
property it is, and also places within the power of the State
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Tax Commission authority to abate back to a lower valua-
tion any valuation increased by the Appellate Tax Board
and sustained even by the Supreme Judicial Court. The
Supreme Judicial Court has repudiated the contention that
the presently existing statute secures uniformity of valua-
tion among cities and towns of this kind of property.

The present method urged for adoption will bring into
one appeal proceedings all the parties in interest instead of
requiring the State Tax Commission to first defend an ap-
peal brought by the assessors and later to defend an appeal
brought by the company.

Clarification' of Abatement Procedure in Connection
with Motor Vehicles sold during Year.

In chapter (140 of the Acts of 1954 which constituted a
redraft of section 1 of chapter GOA, the provision for abate-
ment of the motor vehicle and trailer excise on account of
the sale or transfer failed to include the provisions of sec-
t on 1A which limit the assessment on account of a regis-
tration to twelve calendar months, although chapter 640
provides for a possible assessment of thirteen calendar
months within one year by the overlapping of one month.

This legislation seeks to eliminate the conflict between
sections 1 and 1A of chapter GOA.

Reduction of Interest Rate on Distribution of Aban-
doned Property.

Many other States pay no interest on account of aban-
doned property which has reverted to the State and is
subsequently claimed by its rightful heirs. Our law pro-
vides that the rightful heirs are entitled to receive interest
at a 3 per cent rate on the property from the time it has
escheated to the Commonwealth. While the Commonwealth
has not yet incurred any appreciable amount of expense
on account of such interest, the 3 per cent rate could well
amount to a very substantial expense being charged against
the Commonwealth, when it is in fact acting as a protector
of the property. Such items as unclaimed dividends, open
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bank accounts, etc., which do not ordinarily bear interest,
while in the hands of a third party, could appreciate ma-
terially due to the 3 per cent interest rate between the date
such items have escheated to the Commonwealth and the
date they are distributed to the rightful heirs.

The accompanying proposal would reduce the interest
rate on such property from 3 per cent to 1 per cent.

Clarification of Inheritance Tax Law with Respect
to exempt Property, jointly held Property and

Gifts made in Contemplation of Death.

The recommended legislation would remove the vague-
ness from the law concerning the exemption of $25,000 for
multiple family residences; also it would bring the adminis-
trative procedures concerning jointly held property and
gifts made in contemplation of death into agreement with
federal procedures, thus alleviating executors from unneces-
sary extra work in settling federal and state death taxes.

Granting of Reciprocal Priveleges of Examination
of Income Tax Returns to Federal Internal Rev-
enue Service.

The Commission feels it highly desirable to grant recip-
rocal authority to the federal government to request an
opportunity to inspect our state income tax returns to the
same extent that we now enjoy under the Federal Code in
inspecting federal income tax returns. It is quite evident
that the more co-operation that will exist between the federal
government and our state with respect to this matter will
enure greatly to the benefit of both by way of obtaining
maximum compliance with our income tax laws.






